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Since 2021, Fons has incorporated Scarlet’s wireless

anemometers into his projects. Throughout his career in the

event industry, Fons has worked with renowned clients and

artists from AC/DC to Coldplay, also played a significant role in

the Eurovision Song Contest 2021. Drawing from his experience,

Fons expressed “I believe all outdoor events should have a tool

like WindPro.”

When many outdoor events happen all at once, WindPro Online

is the solution to monitor wind conditions across multi-sites.

This is the choice that Fons van Egmond, the founder of

Production Life, has trusted. 

Production Life is an event

management company

based in Harmelen,

Netherlands. It is expertly

guided by its founder, Fons

van Egmond, who has track

records on working in mega-

events worldwide. 

WindPro demonstrates efficient wind monitoring through dual-

sensor connectivity, covering a maximum wireless range of 1,000

meters. Its hassle-free installation makes WindPro suitable for

various applications, as shown in the recent Amsterdam2023

event.

EFFICIENCY WITH DUAL-SENSOR CONNECTIVITY
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The placement of wind speed & direction sensor on the stage



WindPro demonstrates efficient wind monitoring through dual-

sensor connectivity, covering a maximum wireless range of 1,000

meters. Its hassle-free installation makes WindPro suitable for

various applications, as shown in the recent Amsterdam2023

event.

Complete event monitoring with 2 wind speed & direction sensors and WindPro Online across stadium

The placement of wind speed & direction sensor on the stage

Fons utilized two wind speed and direction sensors at separate

locations, both connected to WindPro. He explained, “We've

placed tents and structures inside and outside the stadium so

we had to measure (wind) at different locations.” At the same

time, WindPro displayed data from both locations, allowing all

safety personnel to monitor wind conditions from the control

room.
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In the Amsterdam2023, Fons expertly managed stage and set

design, production management, site production, and technical

production. With such huge responsibility, professionals like

Fons find WindPro Online to be an effective solution to ensure

wind safety during events.

During a busy weekend in July 2023, Fons deployed six WindPro

devices to monitor wind conditions at six events happening

simultaneously. Team members at different sites were able to

remotely access wind data through WindPro Web Portal.

The WindPro Web Portal provides a comprehensive overview of

historical wind data in charts and tables. With the unlimited data

storage, it ensures continuous recording of wind parameters.

Moreover, the web portal enables personnel to receive

immediate high-wind alerts via email or browser notifications.

REAL-TIME WIND UPDATES FROM MULTIPLE SITES
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Charts and tables view in WindPro Web Portal



DISCOVER NOW

"I believe all outdoor events should
have a tool like WindPro."

Fons van Egmond, Founder of Production Life 

WindPro Online
Remote Wind Monitoring System

He further emphasized, “Even in moments of internet disruption,

weather warnings remain accessible, making the machine

invaluable.” Which illustrates how the combination of the web

portal and the physical tool truly enhances the power of WindPro

Online.

Scarlet Tech specializes in delivering tailor-made, state-of-the-art HSE instruments for accurate measurement and
real-time monitoring in demanding environments. Comprehensive range of professional HSE instruments: wireless
anemometer, wireless crane camera system, TWL-1S heat stress meter, class 1 & 2 sound level meter.
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